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Four deadly diseases are threatening the future of the planet! Trav 5d3b920ae0
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A great digital version of the board game!. Played 2 hours on single player. I know how to play this game. Didn't win once. One
of the most famous games for "Ha! Bad luck, you lost again! outcomes. You really only win if the cards are on your side..
Works quite well for solo play, which I'll never do for this on the actual board game. It plays similar to the tablet app which I
also like. I always prefer playing on a PC so here I am.. I can't understand all the negative comments for this game. It's
Pandemic - the boardgame and it's well done. The criticism mainly focuses on three things. 1. Multiplayer Sure, there's no
multiplayer but this would be difficult to implement online anyway and be ultimately unsatisfactory. Either players wouldn't
coordinate their activities at all or boss others around. Online there's the puzzle challenge left which is the driving force behind
all cooperative games. And Pandemic features the best puzzle challenge of all cooperative boardgames in a great single player
experience without any of the bossing that's the problem at a real table. For online multiplayer, I rather play competitive
boardgame implementations. 2. Difficulty Pandemic should be a challenge and not all games will be winnable. But it's the same
as for the boardgame. If you are losing now most of the time, it's because you're lacking the good ideas of other gamers and
maybe your own skills are not as good as you think. It took me three tries to win on heroic difficulty. 3. Technical
implementation It's fine for me but I'm playing on a standard 1920x1280 resolution and I'm no high end gamer. Hey, this is a
boardgame implementation, not Assassin's Creed.. I like the Pandemic board game and have played it many time so I was happy
to get this in the Humble Board Game Bundle but this was the worst offering the bundle. I couldn't even get the tutorial to work,
it wouldn't let me make the first move at all and looked hideous on a big screen monitor. This is a real standout terrible port of a
mobile game in a bundle of decent ports of mobile games.. I'm a fan of Pandemic the board game, and I've found this online
version really enjoyable to play solo. (I've read that some people wish there were multiplayer and/or AI options, but these
wouldn't be relevant to me.) This online version of Pandemic has an interface that's intuitive; its mechanics are flawless*; and
the graphics communicate what's happening in the game effectively. There are only a couple of minor annoyances I have: the
sound effects are irritating (I turned them off VERY quickly); the useful Undo feature is inconsistently available (e.g. for a
player's final action); and the Discard excess cards option should not let you discard Events so easily. *At present (November
2018) it has one bug that means that I have to abandon about 1 game in 10, but I'm hoping this is a teething problem that will be
fixed.. Have lost the last 4 games because it runs out of cards.I thought the deck gets shuffled back in???. Expected this to have
online play. Don't really understand the reason for making a game like this only local co-op.. I like it. It is not perfect and I wish
some expansions were included, but it's a decent digital version of the board game.

Minor update for Korean and Simplified Chinese : Dear all, As wumohan reported, there was a bug that affected the Korean
and Simplified Chinese versions of the game. We just released a minor update to tackle this issue. We tested it as much as
possible considering we don't speak neither Chinese nor Korean. So, specially if you do speak Korean or Chinese, your
feedback is welcome Of course, we know that it's not what most of you guys have been waiting for. We do read your message.
And, well . I can't tell you much, but believe me, we are working for you. ;) Thank you for all your feedback, and thank you for
your patience. Eric B. PS: Just in case we missed something that prevents you from playing you can revert to the previous
version with a few simple steps: In the games library, right click Pandemic and open the Properties Go to the tab Beta In the
dropdown menu, choose "comeback - Previous version" Validate Note: you can change back to the Default branch to get the
regular version.
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